
 

 
 

 
12 December 2017 

 
Dear Parents/Carers, 

At the start of this half term, your child was given the exciting challenge of designing some 

reading aliens. The winning designers will be revealed in our celebration assembly on 

Tuesday 19th December at 2:30pm alongside our usual Star Writer and Marvellous 

Mathematician. As always, a text will be sent out to let the appropriate parents know so keep 

an eye out for that all important text!  

New for next term: A Rocket Reader!  

At Oasis Academy Don Valley, we believe reading is the solid foundation for all learning 

so we have been working hard to ensure our reading curriculum is as engaging as 

possible. We want reading to take our children out of this world and open up the 

doors of possibility! We have introduced the reading aliens to ensure all children 

understand the skills they need to read for meaning and ensure they are read with at 

least twice a week within the Academy. However, as an Academy there is only so much we can 

do…we need your help as well!  

Next term we will be introducing a rocket reader for each class. They will be given a prize every 

half term and celebrated alongside the star writer and marvellous mathematician 

How to become a rocket reader?  

 Your child must read at home at least 3 times a week  

 Your child must have three comments in their Home Academy journal to evidence 

their reading at home  

 Your child will receive a rocket each week if they complete their home reading - Your 

child’s Home Academy journal will be checked weekly 

 At the end of each half term, one lucky rocket will be selected from each class and 

named the Rocket Reader of the term  

 If your child completes extra reading at home, they can earn more rockets. More 

rockets means more chances of winning! 

Reading Event 

To celebrate our new reading aliens and rocket reader celebration we 
would like to invite you to join us for our reading launch on the 10th 
January 2018. The event will run in the style of our famous bedtime 
reading event we held last year, with the theme being SPACE. So, dress up as an alien, star, 
planet or rocket and join us on our reading mission. We will blast off into space at around 6pm and 
be back down to earth by 7.30pm.  
 
Thank you for your continued support and we look forward to seeing you  
at our reading launch! 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
Mrs Ceesay 
Curriculum Leader for English 
  

 


